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Flowers are meant to bring joy to you and your guest, so naturally the price of flowers
shouldn’t have you wishing you don’t need them. That’s one of the reasons we like
keeping our pricing totally transparent. Our flowers are rentals, so what you’re paying
for is: two rounds of revisions for your custom arrangments, drop oﬀ to your event
space, set up and touch ups, and day-after pick up. No matter the event, our prices stay
the same because beautiful flowers should be accessible to everyone.

Petite / ~10 inches / Centerpiece $20 / Bouquet $40
Small, but mighty, this more tightly designed arrangement is perfect for smaller venues, on
cocktail tables or perhaps as an accent on a bar. Pair Petite centerpieces with Lush and Verdant
centerpieces to create a dynamic display on a longer table.

Lush / ~14 inches / Centerpiece $40 / Bridal Bouquet $60
The perfect middle ground between subtle and extravagent, our Lush tier oﬀers a classic yet eyecatching centerpiece or bouquet. It creates the perfect amount of texture with lush blooms and
foliage on traditional round or square tables.

Verdant / ~18 inches / Centerpiece $60 / Bridal Bouquet $80
Overgrown, cascading greenery. Wild, yet composed like the flowers in paintings by the Dutch
Masters. Our Verdant centerpieces are a perfect focal points on long, rectangular tables, but
create dramatic moments on traditional tables.
We’ll work with you to select the right vessel for your centerpieces, typically something made of metal,
wood, or glass, never plastic. Additionally, all our options can be mixed and matched per your needs.

Accessories
Small floral accessories are also available for rental and will be coordinated with the aesthetic of your
bridal bouquet and centerpieces.

Bridal Party Bouquet $30
Boutonnière $5
Corsage $15

Custom Arrangements
Do you have something ultra-specific in mind? Do you envision a lush wreath, a floral chandelier cascading with
ferns and berries? We’d love to bring your vision to life at a price that works for you!

Have questions? We’re happy to help! Send an email to susan@velvetbotanicals.com

